Join us for this fascinating FREE exhibition introducing the use of flags and banners for both identification and celebration, and looking at how Boston has been represented in design form in the past. Includes historical items from the Boston Guildhall archive!

BOSTON GUILDHALL - South Street, Boston PE21 6HT
Wednesday 24 January to Saturday 3 February 2018
Opening Hours: Wednesday to Saturday, 10.30am to 3.30pm

This exhibition is the starting point for a new project, to create a set of 20 flags and finials to represent and celebrate Boston today. They will be created in free local community workshops led by artists Ruth Pigott (Curiosity Creators) and Kathleen Smith - working with fabric and 3D printing. The flags will then be used at future community events & festivals as well as being taken abroad to proudly represent Boston at New Hanse events in Europe.

If you would like to take part in the upcoming workshops, please email bostonhansegrou47@gmail.com.

Boston Unfurled is a project from Boston Hanse Group & Transported. It has been supported using public funding by the National Lottery through Arts Council England, and Boston Big Local.